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Abstract
Entropy production rate has a close relationship with mean Lyapunov exponent. The

statistics of mean Lyapunov exponent is studied for turbulence described by the complex
Ginzburg-Landau equation. The result shows that the probability distribution function
of finite time average for mean Lyapunov exponent is the same form as for Kuramoto
Sivashinsky equation.
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1.Introduction
The Lyapunov exponent is a key word to understand the nonlinear dynamical systems.

In recent years, the relationship of the Lyapunov exponent with physical observables has
been studied extensively[1-5]. One of them is the relationship with the entropy production
rate.

On the other hand, the characterization of turbulence is one of the most important
issues in physics[6-12]. The characterization of turbulence through statistics is not clear
even now. We take up here the statistics of mean Lyapunov exponent for turbulence.
The mean Lyapunov exponent has a close relationship with thermodynamical entropy
production rate. We study the characteristics of turbulence by the statistics of mean
Lyapunov exponent for turbulence.

In this Introduction, we define the mean Lyapunov exponent and discuss the relation
ship of mean Lyapunov exponent with thermodynamical entropy production rate.

First we define the mean Lyapunov exponent[13, 14]. Let us assume a set of variables
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at the discrete time n as

(1)

where the system size is Nand T means the transpose. Xn is assumed to be given by
Xn - 1 through smooth function. Then we add a small perturbation 8Xn to Xn and study
the response 8Xn +1 of Xn +1. The mean Lyapunov exponent is defined as

A - ~ In 18X~+1 I
n N 8X'

n

where
8Xn+l (1)8Xn+l(1) 8Xn+l(1)

8xn (l) 8xn (2) 8xn (3)
oXn+l(2) oXn ±l(2) oXn±l(2)

8Xn +1
oxn(l) oxn (2) oxn (3)

8Xn

OXn±l(N) OXn±l(N) oXn+l(N)
oxn(l) oXn(2) oXn(3)

(2)

OXn +l(l)
8xn (N)

8Xn H(2)
8xn (N)

(3)

and I . I means the determinant.
Second we discuss the relationship of the mean Lyapunov exponent with thermody

namical entropy production rate. Let us assume local equilibrium for the system under
study. ThermodYnamical entropy is written down as

S= kBlnW({X*},t), (4)

where W is the number of microscopic states and {X*} are the dYnamical variables {if, jt}.
k B is the Boltzmann constant. From Eq.(4), we obtain

On the other hand, the existence of measure demands the equation of continuity

a: = - L aX~(i) (Wx'(i)).
l

Substituting Eq.(6) to Eq.(5) we obtain

dS 8j;* (l) *
dt = -kB L 8x*(l) = -kB LAl·

l l.

Eq.(7) is transformed to the time discrete version
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where An is the mean Lyapunov exponent in Eq.(2) and C(I) is a constant.

2.Mean Lyapunov exponent of turbulence
We take up the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation that describes both the phase

turbulence and the defect turbulence. The complex Ginzburg-Landau equation is written
down as

(9)

where Ot and Ox are partial differential operators with respect to time t and space x,
respectively. A is a complex variable. When we write AR for the real part of A and AI
for the imaginary part of A, AR and Ai are subjected to the following equations

OtAR = AR + o;AR - C1o;AI - (A~ + A~)AR - C3(A~ + A~)AI (lOa)

and
OtAI = AI + C1o;AR + o;AI + C3(A~ + A~)AR - (A~ + A~)AI' (lOb)

Solving Eq.(10) with finite difference method we obtain the mean Lyapunov exponent
through Eq.(2). The Jacobi matrix of the discretized version for Eq.(10) is

8,p;,+1 8,pj+l 8,pj+l 8,p;'+l 8,p;,+1 8,pj+l
8,p'i 8#): 8,p";. 8</J'i 8</J2 8</J";.

8,p;+1 8,p2'+l 8,p2'+1 8,p;+1 8,p;+l 8,p2'+1
8,p'i 8,p!J: 8,p";. 8</J'i 8</J2 8</J";.

8,p~+l 8,p~+1 8,p~+1 8,p~+1 8,p~+1 8,p~+1

8'ljJ'i 8,p!J: 8,p";. 8</J'i 8</J2 8</J";.

I n =
8</Jj+l 8</Jj+l 8</Jj+l 8</J;'+l 8</J;'+l 8</J;'+l (11)8,p'i 8,p!J: 8,p";. 8</Jf 8</J2 8</J";.
8</J2'+1 8</J2'+1 8</J2'+1 8</J2'+1 8</J2'+1 8</J2'+1
8,pf 8,p!J: 8,p";. 8</Jf 8</J2 8</J";.

8</J':v~\ 8</J':v~\ 8</J':v~\ 8</J':v~11 8</J':v~\ 8</J':v~\
8,p'! 8,p!i 8,p";. 8</Jf 8</J2 8</J";.

8</Jn+l 8</J':.r+ 1 8</J':.r+1 8</J':.r+1 8</J':.r+1 8</J':.r+l
~

8,pi 8,p!J: 8,p";. 8</Ji 8</J2 o</J";.

In Eq.(II), the sets {'lfJr; i = 1,2,"', N} and {cpr; i = 1,2,'" ,N} are discretized variables
for AR(x, t) and AI(x, t), respectively. The superscript means the discrete time and the
subscript means the discrete space. We set periodic boundary conditions

and initial condition

(i = 1 2 ... N)" , (12)

,,1,0 • (2n.)
'f/i = 1.0 sm N Z , ¢~ = 0.0. (i = 1 2 ... N)" , (13)

In addition, we set the system size length L =.80n, the system size N = f:.x = 256,
the time step width 6t = 0.0001, C1 = 3.0, and C3 = 1.5. In this parameter regime,
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Eq.(10) describes the defect turbulence. The mean Lyapunov exponent defined by Eq.(2)
is rewritten as

(14)

where n = ~t" The second-order Adam&-Bashforth is used in order to solve Eq.(10). At
the same time, the second-order central difference of space is adopted. The time series of
the mean Lyapunov exponent is shown in Fig.I.
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3.Statistics of mean Lyapunov exponent for turbulence
We study the statistics of the mean Lyapunov exponent for the complex Ginzburg

Landau equation. First we define the local Lyapunov exponent as

We introduce here the probability distribution function of An as

P(Ajn) =< 8(A - An) > .

(15)

(16)

P(Aj n) is the probability that A takes the value An. P(Aj n)s are shown in Fig.2 for
n = 2 x 104(a), 4 x 104(b), and 8 x l04(c).
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P(A; n)s in Fig.2 collapse a parabola by choosing appropriate value of B as shown in
Fig.3.
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The result is described as follows. There is a relation between

y = In{P(A; n)jPmax } (17)

and
(18)

as
y = -bx2

, (19)

where Pmax is the maximal value of P(A;n) and Aoo is the value of A that gives Pmax .

The values of band B in this case are 411 and -0.28, respectively. The result is summed
up as

(20)

4.Concluding remarks
The fluctuation of entropy production rate for turbulence can be written as
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